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Abstract
This paper presents a summary of some recent work on the systematic closure of disperse-flow
averaged-equations models on the basis of direct numerical simulations. Since the average
pressure is found by solving the equations rather than prescribed as a closure relation, it is
important first to identify the pressure part of the average stress. This objective is achieved by
examining the transformation properties of the average stress under the gauge transformation
pc + pc +$, where PC is the continuous-phase pressure and ~ the potential of the body
forces. After this step, the stress is expressed in terms of computable quantities. A strategy
to derive closure relations is then described. It is also shown that the theological behavior of
spatially non-uniform suspensions is described by a non-Newtonian constitutive equation.
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Introduction

The day when the direct numerical simulation of multiphase flows of engineering significance
will be possible is so far into the future that it appears quite safe to bet on the importance of
averaged equations for many years to come. The difficulty with such approaches, however, is well
known, and consists in the fact that the equations produced by averaging are not closed: some of
the information lost in the averaging process needs to be restored for a solution to be possible.
Unfortunately, in spite of many decades of efforts, this closure problem is still outstanding. All
“simple” approaches seem to lead either to mathematical inconsistencies (e.g., ill-posedness of the
equations) or insufficient physics (e.g., point-like particles). Attempts at using rigorous analytical
tools seem to inevitably end up either in results that, in spite of the substantial effort required
in the derivation, are rather limited (e.g., to second order in the volume fraction of the disperse
phase), or in formal manipulations divorced from physics and practical relevance.
A potentially powerful tool that, it would seem, has not been .mfliciently considered in tackling this problem is that of direct numerical simulations directed not to the solution of specific
problems, but especially designed to aid in the formulation of accurate closure relations. This
paper is devoted to a brief discussion of this approach and a description of some recent progress
in this direction.
It is well known that convergence of volume averages is quite slow, in the sense that the size
of the averaging volume must be much greater than the size of the inhomogeneities in order to
calculate meaningful averages. As a consequence, volume averaging could at most be usefid for
spatially homogeneous systems which, however, are rather uninteresting as the chief difficulty of
the problem lies in the correct formulation of terms containing derivatives. These considerations
lFaculty of Applied Physics, Twente Institute of Mechanics, and Burgerscentrum, University of Twente, AE
7500 Enschede, The Netherlands

point to ensemble averaging as the method of choice, and this is the technique that we use after
an adaptation that makes it much more convenient for computation.
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Momentum

balance

We consider a system in which the disperse phase (index D) consists of equal rigid spheres of
radius a suspended in an incompressible continuous phase (index C); we will refer to the C-phase
and D-phase for brevity. The pha.seensemble average of the C-phase momentum equation is

where angle brackets denote the phase-ensemble average, pc, Uc, and ac are the density, velocity,
and stress tensor of the C-phase, PC is the volume fraction, and @c the potential of the body
force; the inertia terms in the left-hand side are denoted by Ic for brevity:

Ic=pc~(~c

<uc>)+pc

V.(~c<

(2.2)

U@lc >).

At this point one faces the well-known problem that differentiation
and averaging do not
commute. However, in the bulk of the suspension, the macroscopic length scale L is usually much
greater than the particle radius a and one has the approximate
result (Zhang and Prosperetti
1994% Zhang and Prosperetti
1997; Prosperetti
1998):

@c<

v

.Oc > =

v . (pc < Oc

>) - 7L4[CTC]
+ v . (pDJc[ac]),

(2.3)

where n is the particle number density, ~D the D-phase volume fraction, and

with
@cl

= Jrl=a cLSrcrc(x + rlx,~
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(2.5)

,
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,

(2.6)

lrl=a

and S, R given by similar expressions with one and two additional factors of n in the integrand,
respectively. In (2.5), (2.6) the integration is over the surface of the particle centered at :Cand the
overline denotes the particle average, i.e. the average over all the other particles. For a generic
quantity ga pertaining to particle a as a whole, such as the surface integrals in (2.5), (2.6), the
precise definition of the particle average is as follows :

n(x) 3(X) = +

/

de%(lv) ~

6(X – y“) g“(N)
[CK=l

1

.

(2.7)

The number density n is defined by the same equation (2.7) with g“ = 1. It can be shown that
the frequently adopted relation ~D = nv is only strictly accurate for a uniform suspension; in the
non-uniform case one finds

a’
l+ fiV2+0

~D=

[
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~

4 (nv).

(2.8)

The terms neglected in (2.4) are of higher order in a/L.

One recognizes that, in particular, A is

the average hydrodynamic force on the particle at x.
The physical meaning of (2.3) can be made clem by integrating this expression over the unit
volume. The term in the left-hand side is then evidently the average of the divergence of the
C-phase stress over the volume occupied by the C-phase. The first term in the right-hand side
is the resultant stress acting on the C-phase through the surface of the unit volume (only a
fraction @c of which is occupied by the C-phase). The second term is the total force exerted
on the C-phase by the particles the center of which is in the unit volume. As made manifest
by its divergence form, the last term also represents a surface stress, and since it contains the
D-phase volume fraction it acts on the C-phase contained in the unit volume through the fraction
of surface cutting through particles. Evidently it accounts for the stress communicated to the
C-phase through the particles that are only partially contained in the unit volume. With (2.3)
the C-phase momentum equations is thus

Ic = V. (PC < oc > +~DL[~c]) – nA[uc] – ~cV@c.

(2.9)

Most averaging methods give an average equation of motion for the D-phase that involves the
stress inside the particle. At a fundamental level it is trivially true that the particles influence the
motion of the C-phase through their stress field. Yet it would be difficult to argue that a practically
useful description of the flow on the basis of averaged equations should be able to distinguish, for
example, between solid particles with and without residual stresses due to different manufacturing
procedures. It would seem that, whenever it makes sense to approximate the particle behavior as
rigid, useful averaged equations should not require further detailed information about the particle
structure. On the basis of these considerations, in order to determine the average momentum
equation for the D-phase, we average Newton’s equation for the particles directly finding the
result
1. = nA – ?WV~D,
(2.10)
where v = $ra3 is the particle volume and, similarly to (2.2),

IW = ~D ~ (7wW) + V” (nvm)]
[

.

(2.11)

Here W is the average center-of-mass velocity of the particles and @D is the potential of the
D-phase body force, e.g. @D = ‘pDg. x in the case of gravity.

3

The mixture

pressure

Averaged equations are phrased in terms of primary variables such as mean mixture pressure,
volume fractions, and mean velocities. All of these variables – except the first one – appear
explicitly in the momentum equations. The average of the mean C-phase stress, < crc >, will
contain the mean C-phase pressure < PC >, but it is by no means obvious that this is the
quantity to be identified with the mean mixture pressure pm. Yet, the correct identification of
this quantity is essential for several reasons the most important of which is that all the terms
appearing in the mean stress in Eq. (2.9) must be closed, except for pm, and therefore it is
necessary to identi& pm correctly. In the literature one frequently encounters a relation like
PC <PC > -1-~D < PD > which is problematic
as, for example, the pressure inside a rigid
particle is a physically ill-defined quantity.
The problem with the common Continuum Mechanics prescription to identify pressure with
-~ the trace of of the stress is that it can be shown that the stress tensor in (2.9) is defined up

Pm =
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to a divergenceless, but not traceless, tensor. Hence, a pressure defined in this way would not be
unique.
For all these reasons we have taken a different approach to the identification of the mixture
pressure. We start from the well-known fact that, in single-phase incompressible flow, a body
force potential ~ can be absorbed into the pressure simply by making the gauge transformation
fic = pc + ~. For this reason, it seems reasonable to identify as pm the isotropic part of the stress
in (2.9) that transforms in the same way, ~m = pm + +. This argument leads to a unique answer
which is
a2
Pm=h

<PC>+

a2

(nvP)+~V.

l+~V2

()
where
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)

dSTPc .

(3.2)

In the case of a mixture in equilibrium at rest, p’ = pc = < pc >, all derivatives vanish
and pm = < pc > as expected. If the finite extent of the particles is negligible, a N O, v R O,
/3c H 1 and (3.1) gives pm s < PC >, which is also expected. For a flowing uniform mixture,
while ~ #< pc > in general, all derivatives vanish so that ~D = nv and

This expression gives a well-defined meaning to the particle contribution < pD > in the formal
expression quoted earlier. We can now write the total stress @c < ac > -t-flD~ as2

a’

~C<OC>+@D~–~(nVd–~Vn)

= –prnl+~=

–(prn+qrn)l+S+A,

(3.4)

where the viscous part 2 has been decomposed into an isotropic part qm (analogous to the volume,
or second, viscosity of a Newtonian compressible fluid and here essentially related to the interphase
slip velocity), traceless symmetric part S, and an antisymmetric part A. For the purpose of making
the considerations that follow more concrete, it is useful to write down at least the first few terms
of each one of these quantities for the case of a Newtonian fluid:

S = 2/..Lcl3m
+ ~ {

qm=~V.

a2

r’[at] + (T’’[a(y
-g [VA+(VW]} +... .

(3.5)

A=;
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In these equations the superscript T indicates the transpose,

Tc

.
=

~+

crc

+

...

pcI,

Em = ~ [Vum + (Vum)~] .
is the rate of deformation

tensor associated

(3.8)

to the mean volumetric

Um=~C<UC>+~D<UD

(3.7)

flux urn:

(3.9)

>,

and
a[~cl

= aJrl=a dS,

[

n(oc-n)–~I(n.

oc.

n)

.
1

(3.10)

2The reason why it is necessary to subtract the last group of terms in the left-hand side containing derivatives
of A is explained in Marchioro et al. (1999c); space limitations prevent us from giving details here.
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Averaged

momentum

We now define an interphase

equations

force by

f =;

A–V-(–pmI+E).

(4.1)

The C-phase momentum equation (2.9) then becomes
IC = PcV. (–p~I + ~) – @Df– ficv~c

a’
+ ~ [(V?Z) x(Vx

A)+nV(V.

A)],

(4.2)

while, for the D-phase,
IW = nVV. (–pm + ~) +

7Wf – nVv7)D.

(4.3)

Other than the last group of terms involving the derivatives of A in (4.2) (which are a small
correction due to the difference between the volume of the particles with center in the unit
volume and the actual particle volume contained in the unit volume), these two momentum
equation exhibit the expected symmetry between the two phases.
With the previous developments, the closure problem has been reduced to finding appropriate
relations for S, A, qm introduced in (3.4), and f. A procedure to accomplish this task in a systematic
way with the help of direct numerical

5

Computational

simulations

is described

in section 6.

ensemble averaging

The plan that we follow is to parametrize
the various particle averages appearing in the closure
quantities in terms of the primary variables to be retained in the final equations, and to calculate
the coefficients that arise in this step on the basis of the numerical results obtained by simulation.
Let us consider uniform systems first. In this case a powerful numerical technique consists
in approximating
an infinite suspension by the periodic repetition of a fundamental
cell in which
particles are randomly distributed.
Numerically, this amounts to carrying out the simulation in
a finite box with periodic boundary conditions (see e.g. Sangani and Yao 1988; Mo and Sangani
1994). In this case average quantities are spatially uniform and therefore they equal their volume
average. On the basis of this remark, we may write, for example,
(5.1)
where the superscript
O denotes spatially uniform quantities and the integration is over the fundamental cell with volume V. Upon noting that in thk uniform case n 0 = N/V and substituting
here the definition (2.7) of particle average we have3

$.1

dCNPo(N)

~1
./

~ ~
()

Wa

,

(5.2)

a=l

where we write P.(N)

rather than .P(N) to emphasize the spatial uniformity of the ensemble.
While powerful, the approach just described is evidently only applicable to spatially uniform
systems and therefore, while it can still be applied to obtain terms that enter the averaged
equations as the divergence of suitable fluxes (e.g., the part of the stress that has a Newtonian
s~om now on N denot~ the number of particles in the fundamental cell, rather than the tot~ number of
particles in the system.

structure with an effective viscosity), it cannot be used to determine other differential terms with
a different structure. For such terms one needs a non-uniform ensemble that we construct in
the following way. Start with the uniform ensemble with probability distribution l’. and imagine
subjecting each particle center ye to an infinitesimal displacement Ya + Ya – EF(ya) where F is a
given deterministic vector function and ~ a small parameter. It is easy to show that the ensemble
thus constructed has a non-uniform probability distribution given by
N

P(N)

= P()
[1+ C@(N)],

where

d?(N) =~sin
a=l

k-y”,

(5.3)

V . F(y) = sin k. y with the direction of k is along one of the sicles of the
fundamental cell and k = 27r/L (L is the side of the cell). In this way P(N) acquires the same
periodicity as the underlying cell structure and the machinery of the Fourier series is available to
express the spatially non-uniform average quantities. This approach is particularly powerful as
the coefficients of the Fourier representation are projections – i.e., volume integrals – over suitable
basis functions.
The numerical simulations on which this work is based have been conducted according to the
method described in Mo and Sangani (1994). Ensembles with about 2000 conf.igurat ions were
used and, for every volume fraction, it was necessary to vary the cell size so as to be able to
extrapolate to k = O.

is found by taking

6

A method

for

the

numerical

closure

of the

equations

We are now ready to describe how the method for the systematic closure of the equations that
we propose is implemented.
For simplicity we consider as an example the symmetric part of the
stress defined in (3.5).
We consider three different physical situations:
(a) a suspension settling under gravity; (b) a
suspension subjected to a uniform shear; (c) a suspension with a couple acting on the particles.
For each one of these situations we construct the possible symmetric traceless tensors linear in
the forcing. Consider for example the case of a settling suspension. If the suspension is uniform,
any vector must be proportional
to
~

=

~a2PD

9

‘Pc
Pc

(6.1)

“

which represents the settling velocity of an isolated particle under the action of the force g per
unit mass; clearly no tensors can be constructed linear in the forcing. If the suspension is allowed
to be non-uniform
as described in the previous section, however, the vector m = k/k becomes

available and one can construct two traceless symmetric tensors,
Gs = W1m + mW1,
where Wll = (W . m) m, W~
form

‘~=(wm)(

mm-i’),

(6.2)

= (I —mm) . W. We thus expect that S be expressible in the
s = ~ (S~GM + s$Gs)
j=s,c
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~j,

(6.3)

where we put es = c sin k. x, CC= c cos k” x for brevity; the coefficients #M,w can be calculated
because S is expressed in terms of computable quantities in (3.5).4 On the basis of a similar
argument, it must be possible to represent the vector u~ in the form
u~ –

Um= (uses+ Ucec)w~

,

(6.4)

where Um is the arbitrary velocity of the frame of reference. 5 Again, the dimensionless coefficients
Uc’g appearing in this equation can be obtained numerically from the simulations.
Now we observe that, in a theory constructed in terms of the vectors=, u~ and of the scalar
f?~Gthe only possible traceless symmetric tensors are Em defined in (3.8) and
E* = ~ [VUA + (VUA)T] - ~ (V . UA) I,
EV = ~ [UA%+(UA%)T]

where u~

= w —u~ is the slip velocity.

‘~(uLvV~~)

(6.5)

1,

(6.6)

Terms such as V2Em are also traceless,

but their
inclusion in the averaged equations would raise the order and require new boundary conditions;
for this reason they are omitted. From the representation
(6.4) one can explicitly calculate that
Em = ;k (Usec– Uces) Gs ,

(6.7)

with similar expressions for EA and Ev. Upon writing the closure relation as
S =

2p.ffEn

-I-21.LAEA

-f-21.LvEv,

(6.8)

and substituting (6.3) in the left-hand side and (6.7) and similar relations for EA,V in the righthand side, it is possible to express the effective viscosity p.ff and the generalized viscosities ~A,v
in terms of the computed coefficients in (6.3), (6.4), etc. A similar procedure is followed for the
other two cases of imposed shear and imposed couple.
As an example of the results derived by this technique we show in the table the effective
viscosity peff calculated for the three different situations simulated. The first column shows the
values found for a sheared uniform suspension (see Mo and Sangani 1994 and others). The last two
columns show the values obtained for a slightly non-uniform suspension undergoing sedimentation
or having particles subject to an external couple. It should be stressed that it would be impossible
to calculate p.f f for these other two cases if the suspension were uniform because Em would vanish
identically.
It is also found that, for a uniform suspension, both the isotropic and the the antisymmetric
part of the mixture stress vanish. As for the symmetric part, the only tensor that is needed is
Gs (and its analogues for the shear and applied couple cases). As a consequence the closure
relation (6.8) only contains the first term and the suspension behaves like a Newtonian fluid with
a rheology characterized by an effective viscosity. In the case of non-uniform suspensions, all three
terms in the closure relation (6.8) are non-zero and, therefore, the suspension rheology does not
satisfy a purely Newtonian constitutive relation.
One important limitation of the work described is that all the computations have been conducted assuming a random hard-sphere probability distribution for the particles. Thus, the effects
4Note that this step has a built-in check in the sense that something is evidently wrong if the numerical results
cannot be well represented as in (6.3).
‘Since V. U* = O due the incompressibility of the phases, no term proportional to Wli is possible in (6.4).
owe do not consider ~n ~ S, by Comtruction, is gauge invariant and therefore independent of Pm.
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Peff/PC

~D

Shear

Table 1: Effective

Couple

Sedimentation

15%

1.51

1.49

1.50

25%

2.10

2.03

2.07

35%

3.02

2.91

3.01

viscosities calculated for the three different situations simulated.

of a flow-induced microstructure are disregarded. Additional efforts to include such effects are, of
course, necessary.
The work presented here is a summary of an extensive investigation that is reportecl in much
greater detail in Marchioro et al. (1999a, 1999b, 1999c).
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